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Go on and tear this all apart.
Go on and tear this all apart.
Make sure to finish what you start.
Make sure to finish what you start.
Scratch the surface until it bleeds, then repeat.
Scratch the surface until it bleeds, then repeat.
Wear your tourniquet so thin that you will surely bleed
again.
Wear your tourniquet so thin that you will surely bleed
again.
Tell me, what is it you've gained? Nothing.
Tell me, what is it you've gained? Nothing.
Why can't you just move on?
Why can't you just move on?
And forget about the things that cannot be undone.
And forget about the things that cannot be undone.
You can stop blaming yourself.
You can stop blaming yourself.
But you cannot stop the world.
But you cannot stop the world.
Go on and throw your life away and don't admit that
you feel pain.
Go on and throw your life away and don't admit that
you feel pain.
Pretend everything is okay...is it worth it?
Pretend everything is okay...is it worth it?
Don't try to take this by yourself.
Don't try to take this by yourself.
There's nothing wrong with needing help.
There's nothing wrong with needing help.
The emptiness you feel inside heals with time.
The emptiness you feel inside heals with time.
Why can't you just move on?
Why can't you just move on?
And forget about the things that really don't belong.
And forget about the things that really don't belong.
You can stop blaming yourself.
You can stop blaming yourself.
'Cause you cannot stop the world.
'Cause you cannot stop the world.
It's not your fault that things went wrong.
It's not your fault that things went wrong.
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Now the only thing that you can do is move on.
Now the only thing that you can do is move on.
And the pain you feel will soon fade away.
And the pain you feel will soon fade away.
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